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Short for Acquire, Collaborate, Explain, and Secure, PESA ACES is configured as a two or five-channel video system, with the
flexibility to add additional channels and seats licenses. It combines the PESA XSTREAM C58 or C22 multi-channel streaming
media appliance with VIQ Encompass and AccessPOINT software for sophisticated file capture and management. The result is a
comprehensive recording and playback system that simplifies collaboration.
The PESA ACES solution architecture includes a regional server fed by fixed and/or mobile recording stations that automatically
sync files. Systems can also include a fixed or cloud-based optional central repository. Remote collaboration is enabled via the
AccessPOINT Portal, which provides secure, browser-based access to files for authorized parties. Along with on-site commissioning and installation, PESA ACES can also include customized user interfaces, online training, and transcription services.
Housed in a compact, 1 RU form factor, the C58 simultaneously encodes up to five independent video sources and eight audio
sources for H.264 IP distribution with no sync or latency issues. The C22 supports two video and two audio streams. VIQ’s
software offers advanced database technology to simplify logging, searching, annotations, and chain of evidence, and allows
integration with third-party case management systems.

Key Features
Multi-channel audio and video capture
Indexed, multimedia annotations
Secure, searchable database
Customizable interface
Automated synchronization across multiple network tiers
Flexible cloud or fixed server infrastructure
Browser based access to audio and video via VIQ AccessPOINT
Industry leading security protocols and encryption
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Regional Server
(Fixed or cloud)

Optional Central
Repository
(Fixed or cloud)

VIQ AccessPOINT
Browser-based access to
audio, video and files for
authorized parties

Fixed Recording Station
Automatically synchronizes audio,
video and notes to server

Mobile Recording Station
Synchronizes to server on
reconnect to network
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- Multi-track Audio
- Multi-Cam video
- SD, HD, 3G, IP sources
- AV Sync Assure
- Logging

- Share
- Annotate
- Enhance
- Mobile
- Web Portal
- Discuss

- Organize
- Review
- Search
- Answer questions
- Learn
- Show the facts
- Quickly

- Saved
- Encrypted
- Role based
- Audited
- Chain of Evidence
- Tamper proof

For fixed locations, VIQ Satellite’s Advanced UI with PESA’s
C58 offers multi-channel synchronized audio and video
Model number: RR.C-Xy where
RR is the number of rooms in the bundle, [1 | 5 | 25]
C is the number of cameras per room: [2 | 5]

If you’re always on the move, VIQ Satellite software with
Simplified UI and PESA’s C22 provide all the features of
VIQ’s capture software in a simplified, touchscreen-friendly
mobile package.
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VIQ AccessPOINT

Browser-based access to
audio, video and files for
authorized parties

Advanced and Mobile UI

User interface options for
simplified or advanced
capture and and management

System Options
Standalone- Ideal for individual treatment rooms, patrol cars, …

Simplest system can be a 2 Video + 2 Audio recorder
Install and run on a Microsoft Surface Pro 3, (256GB, Core i7)
Can dock with Networked and Enterprise systems back at base for asset sharing

Networked- Great for a department with multiple interview rooms

Perfect for linking a number of rooms on the same LAN to permit remote supervision and sharing and hierarchical
storage of media assets.
Larger systems may require the addition of Mid-Tier Servers depending on amount of video used.

Enterprise- Link sites, browser access, 3rd tier storage

Adds remote management capabilities over LAN/WAN connections so that, e.g., medical experts can review and
annotate cases from wherever they happen to be.
Enables collaboration across multiple facilities

Ordering details
Contact sales for detailed pricing and package options.
Product ID

Product Name

ACES-0-0-EI

ACES 0.0-Ei

ACES-0-0-NI

ACES 0.0-Ni

ACES-0-0-SI

ACES 0.0-Si

ACES-1-2-S

ACES 1.2-S

ACES-1-2-XI

ACES 1.2-Xi

ACES-1-5-XI

ACES 1.5-Xi

ACES-25-5-E

ACES 25.5-E

ACES-5-2-N

ACES 5.2-N

Description (Product)

PESA ACES Integrator Building Block. Base
Package for Enterprise Systems.
PESA ACES Integrator Building Block. Base
Package for Netw orked Systems.
PESA ACES Integrator Building Block. Base
Package for Standalone Systems.
PESA ACES All-in-one standalone bundle. 1 room,
2 cameras, 2 mics.
PESA ACES Integrator Building Block. Record 2
HD Streams.
PESA ACES Integrator Building Block. Record 5
HD Streams.
PESA ACES All-in-one enterprise bundle. 25
rooms, 50 cameras, 100 mics
PESA ACES All-in-one netw orked bundle. 5 rooms,
10 cameras, 10 mics.

Package Details
RR.C-Xy where:
RR- the number of rooms in the bundle,
[1 | 5 | 25]
C- number of cameras per room:
[2 | 5]
X- is the class of system:
[S | N | E] for Standalone, Networked and
Enterprise respectively
y- indicates whether the system needs further
integration by the addition of supported cams
and mics. [<blank> | i] for one-stop-shop, and
systems requiring further integration respectively.

ORDERING INFORMATION
U.S. Corporate Headquarters
PESA
103 Quality Circle, Suite 210
Huntsville, Alabama 35806
TEL: +1 256-726-9200
FAX: +1 256-726-9271
sales@pesa.com

Warranty:
Products manufactured by PESA are manufactured for
performance and reliability. PESA warrants these
products against defects and workmanship for a period
of one year.
Services:
Customer support is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week by calling 1-800-323-7372.
International customers call
+1 (256) 726-9222.
In addition to our customer service support center, we
offer extended warranties and online technical
resources via our website at: www.pesa.com
On site or online training is available for control system
operations, technical, and maintenance training.
Contact our technical support group for additional
information.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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